
Comments on Cleaning   
 

School Comment 
Acceleration East "Deep cleaning" is unnecessary. It's a virus 

not nuclear waste. We need to be careful but 
not over the top, that weakens real concerns 

Aloma ES I don't think my room gets tables cleaned so I 
just do it myself. 

Andover “Cleaned everyday” as in I see the janitor in 
my room. However I never see desks wiped 
or anything disinfected. It’s mostly the floors 
and trash cans.  
Nothing shared is ever cleaned I don’t know if 
that’s supposed to fall on me but I don’t have 
the time to spray all the pencils 18 kids go 
thru in a day.  
I have never had a positive case but I am 
sure where the positive teammate sat at PLC 
( a child’s desk in the team leads room, was 
never cleaned  after the positive results) 

Andover Elementary Admin says yes. But teachers report 
otherwise 

Andover Elementary School Again with shortage of custodians only trash 
is removed and bathrooms cleaned. 

Apopka All cleaning, beside trash dumping is done by 
para’s and myself. 

Apopka As stated before, I have known positive 
cases in my class per students informing me 
directly and there doesn’t' seem to be any 
change in cleaning and little disinfecting. 

Apopka Elementary At this moment I don’t know when a student 
is absent due to covid. 

Apopka Elementary Basic cleaning like vacuuming and taking out 
trash and mopping is being done. My 
students wipe there own desks at end of day. 
Custodial staff has not sprayed for sanitizing 
since last school year that I have seen. 

Apopka Elementary Before winter break, my floor went a month 
without proper cleaning. My students would 
wipe desks and find the wipe pure black. 

Apopka High Besides taking out the trash, my classroom is 
rarely cleaned. They maybe vacuum once 
per month but that is all they do ever. 

Apopka HS By cleaned a few times a week I mean the 
floor is vacuumed and the trash is taken out. 



Apopka Middle Classes are swept and the trash is emptied. 
Nothing is wiped down or disinfected other 
than the sink. 

Arbor Ridge K-8 Classroom cleaning means the garbage is 
dumped and maybe the floor is swept- 
THAT'S IT.  The same dirty spots remain on 
the floor for over three months now.  There is 
no deep cleaning despite positive cases in 
my class. 

Baldwin Park Elementary Classroom garbage emptied every day but 
not vacuumed, dusted or mopped. I clean my 
classroom myself 

Baldwin Park Elementary Classroom is swept daily, some days I 
personally clean desks, some students also 
wipe down desks when they want too 

Baldwin Park Elementary Classroom trash is takin out daily. I don’t see 
anything else being cleaned daily. I sweep 
my room every morning and wipe my desks 
down because I can’t tell if it was done or not. 
My floors and counters are always dirty, so I 
can only assume the desks are not cleaned. 

Blankner Classrooms are being, swept, sometimes 
mopped, garbages are being dumped but the 
garbage bags are not being changed. I have 
not seen surfaces wiped down 

Bonneville Elementary Classrooms are cleaned, swept and garbage 
thrown out, but they are not disinfected. 

Boone Classrooms are just swept and trash emptied  
 
I have to go around and spray disinfectant on 
tables and shared supplies 

Bridgewater Middle School Classrooms are not cleaned daily. Students 
and I clean counters, desks and other 
surfaces with wipes provided by parents. 

Bridgewater Middle School Classrooms are not sterilized. Claims of 
sanitizing when everyone was out of the 
room. Not confident in thoroughness. 

Brookshire Classrooms at my school aren’t being deep 
cleaned from what we can tell even after we 
get a covid call that the areas have been 
deep cleaned 

Camelot ES Cleaning does not happen!!!! Classrooms 
only get trash emptied. Hallways and 
classrooms do not get swept. Surfaces do not 
get sanitized or even wiped down. 

Catalina Elementary Cleaning doesn’t happen very often 



Chain of Lakes Cleaning is desks and once a week floor 
washing- sweeper every day.  Custodial tries 
very much but are very overwhelmed and 
missing the number of people to do all the 
work.  I have my students wipe down desks 
and I clean common areas to help them. This 
adds 10-15 minutes of work daily for me. 

Chain of Lakes Cleaning is lacking. I’ve never seen the 
janitor clean the bathroom sinks. 

Chickasaw Elementary Cleaning of my classroom is not being done 
daily or weekly or even by-weekly. 

Citrus Cleaning was going well at the beginning of 
the year but now we do not have enough 
custodians 

Citrus Elementary Custodial crew does not sanitize common 
areas such as desks, door knobs, etc 

Citrus Elementary Custodial is having staffing issue, I’m lucky to 
get my room vacuumed, I doubt other 
cleaning is actually happening. 

College Park Middle Custodial shortages have led to very 
unsanitary working conditions 

Colonial Custodial staff has faced the same shortages 
as all work locations with the latest spike. My 
room was only getting trash out so I swept 
and mopped for a week because it needed to 
be done, it’s dance and we lay on the floor at 
various times and I want kids safe. I’m not 
going to burn out the few custodians we do 
have by making them scrub my room. When 
fully staffed it is cleaned to my needs. 

Colonial Custodian shortage.  I came back from winter 
break and my floors still had debris from the 
week before the break.  We were told to have 
our last class help clean up a bit.  I give each 
table a wipe and the students take turns 
sweeping at end of day.  I empty trash cans 
into the one closest to the door.  I spray the 
room after students leave with Lysol or 
microban.  I’m high risk and immune 
compromised. 

Colonial High Custodians are not disinfecting rooms. My 
room is cleaned every 1.5-2 weeks. I have to 
stay after school to clean. It’s impossible to 
clean between classes because of the short 
time and pressure on having to allow 
students into classrooms during class 
changes. 

Colonial High School Custodians are out sick or with family issues, 
taking care of a parent or child. No subs so 
the teachers clean their own room. One 



custodian often expected to clean the whole 
place so just trash picked up. 

Conway Custodians are overwhelmed and 
overworked. They were told that they needed 
to assist in the cafeteria so they are not 
cleaning three times a day common areas as 
they were before. They are human beings 
and are exhausted, but the district does not 
care at all about them, or anyone but 
themselves. Furthermore, there are 
shortages of custodians due to CoVid leaves 
so the ones who are at school, have to do 
their job plus more without getting extra pay. 

Cypress Creek Custodians used to wipe desks of two times a 
day. They came during lunch to clean desks 
and the bathrooms. Now they only take out 
the trash daily. They do not vacuum daily. 
Sink and tables are not disinfected. I have to 
do that. 

Cypress Creek High School Daily (usually) the trash is picked up from my 
room. Usually once a week my floors are 
cleaned. I’ve never seen my desks or 
anything else cleaned. At the beginning of the 
year the handle to my door would get cleaned 
but I haven’t seen that happen in forever. If I 
want desks sanitized I have to do it. I’ve had 
plenty of Covid positive kids in my room and 
I’ve never seen anyone come clean my room. 

Cypress Creek High School Each case that has been confirmed has had 
the same usual wipe down of students desks 
which happen within a second per table. 
Student chairs are not wiped where they 
grabs each day. I have never seen a deep 
clean done due to a confirmed case. I stay 
late and don’t see any special cleaning done. 

Cypress Creek High School Each day my garbage is emptied, my 
bathroom is clean. The carpet is not 
vacuumed regularly. Over Christmas nothing 
was done we came back to filthy dirty 
classrooms. Also desks are not wiped  down 
on a daily basis like they were last year. If I 
want countertops and desks wiped  down I 
must do it myself. 

Dillard Street even though the room gets cleaned every 
day I'm not sure if the desks actually get 
wiped down or not 

District Mental Health Services Floor has not been mopped since August. 
DPHS Floors need to be mopped more often. They 

just spray but never wipe. Never full deep 
cleaning. 



Dr Phillips From what I can tell- only our floors are 
vacuumed and bathrooms are cleaned.  It 
does not appear the tables or computers are 
cleaned/dusted.  
I have had major health issues due to the air 
and dust and cockroaches in our building- 
which caused me multiple doctor visits, due 
to my allergies. 

Dr Phillips HS Garbage cans are emptied daily.  Sometimes 
the toilet and sink are wiped down. 

Dr. Phillips High School I am in my portable usually by 7:30 every 
morning and there during lunch and after 
school. Despite having multiple positive 
cases, there is no deep cleaning happening 
unless it is happening late at night. The 
cleaning lady wipes my door handle and 
takes out the trash and that is it. I do not 
blame the custodians as there are not 
enough of them, they work very long hours 
and I believe they are following OCPS 
directions. 

Eagle Creek Elementary I am proud of how my school handles 
cleaning of classrooms. It is done multiple 
times during the day. Teachers are provided 
with cleaning materials to use, if they feel 
additional cleaning is needed. 

Eagle’s Nest I am spraying the desks between each class 
and having my students wipe them down. 
But, other than that the custodian only 
empties the trashes on a daily basis. This is 
because of the custodial staff not having 
enough people. 

East Lake After the fact-when I have already entered 
and then the disinfecting took only a few 
minutes and involved just a spray bottle and 
some unknown liquid. 
I only know about my classroom, no others. 

Eccleston I am the cleaner of my classroom. My floor is 
almost never swept/mopped. I've seen the 
custodian come in and spot clean or wipe 
down the desks on the perimeter. We have 
purchased our own vacuum, brooms, Swiffer 
mops, etc. 



Eccleston I am the only person cleaning and 
disinfecting once we know about a positive 
case. 

Eccleston Elementary I believe in my offices they only thing done 
daily is the trash being emptied. 

Eccleston Elementary I clean and I have my students clean their 
areas. 

ECE I clean my room daily. I wipe all desks and 
door knobs, counters and such myself each 
day. Custodians don’t do that. They clean 
bathroom, sweep and vacuum, and empty 
trash in each room. Last year custodians 
came in my classroom while my class was at 
lunch and wiped each student desk down. 
Granted it was quick and probably not a good 
clean but it was something.  
 
This year though no one comes to wipe 
student desks during the day or after school. 
We are short staffed for custodians and I 
don’t think my classroom is fully cleaned 
each day either. Trash is emptied but I don’t 
think it’s swept or vacuumed daily like it used 
to be.  
I continue to wipe my room down each day. 

Edgewater ESE Admin Building I clean my supplies and tables.  The 
custodians come in but their concern is trash 
and cosmetic things. 

Elementary I clean myself to make sure. 
Endeavor Elementary I clean shared items twice per day. My room 

is swept daily and trash is removed by 
custodial staff. That's pretty much it. 

Endeavor Classroom is cleaned thoroughly by me, the 
teacher and students. In depth cleaning is not 
happening anymore 

Evans I clean the high touch areas.the trash is 
emptied and the floors are brushed over. It 
would be nice if the tables, sinks, and door 
knobs were cleaned. 

Evans High School I do must of the cleaning in my room. We are 
short staffed with custodians. This week no 



one has vacuumed my room. Also my floors 
have not been mopped in months. My air 
filter has not been changed in who knows 
how long. My room is often dirty and super 
dusty until I clean. I have my own vacuum in 
my room for this reason. This takes away 
time from my planning and other duties. 

Forsyth Woods Elementary I do not feel like my classrooms are being 
properly cleaned and sanitized. I’ve come in 
everyday since October to find tile floors not 
mopped, desks not wiped, and my bathroom 
sink not cleaned. When covid first started, 
high touch point were sanitized through out 
the day, not anymore 

Forsyth Woods Elementary I do not know how often my classroom is 
sanitized on a daily/weekly basis. However, I 
know it is not daily. 

Frangus I don’t care. 
Freedom High I don’t know if the room has been deep 

cleaned. 
Freedom Middle I don’t think shared materials are cleaned 

unless I do them. There simply isn’t enough 
time for the custodians. 

Freedom Middle School I don’t think so.  Most days we are so short 
on custodians the normal cleaning isn’t being 
done.  Of course our cases have been 
relatively low up until now compared to some 

Freedom High School They did last year 
Glenridge I don’t think there is any deep cleaning 

happening this year. The trash is taken out, 
but that’s all that is apparent. 

Glenridge Middle School I don't see much deep cleaning going on.. 
They don't even clean the sinks and tabletops 
daily.. It feels dirty. 

Glenridge MS I dust and sanitize my own classroom daily 
Gleridge Middle School I had my first student test positive for Covid. 

The reason I found out was because I ask the 
nurse and the student showed up on the 
DOH report today. During recess admin and 
one other person went in my room with 
clipboards but no one told me what they were 
doing. My teammates speculated contact 
tracing, but no one has of yet said anything to 
me. The regular cleaning was the only thing 
done. 



Horizon High I had two positive cases in my classroom last 
week and NOTHING has been cleaned.  
We still don’t have soap in my student 
bathroom and it’s been 2 weeks. 

Horizon West Middle I have an office and I am the one that cleans 
it. 

Horizon West Middle I have asked about cleaning procedures, but 
the message was conveyed to the custodian 
that I was complaining (which I was). Then 
the custodian came in and yelled at me. 
However, my room is NOT routinely swept or 
mopped, and I know that surfaces (desks 
and/or door knobs, etc.) are NEVER cleaned 

Hospital Homebound I have had cases in my classroom and I know 
they didn't go in to clean or disinfect because 
there were desks that were still dirty from the 
day before. 

Hospital Homebound I have had dozens of cases this year. My 
classroom has never been deep cleaned (I 
have never been notified). We have a very 
small custodial crew bc half are out with 
covid. 

Howard I have had multiple students test positive and 
my classroom hasn't been cleaned in over a 
month. 

Howard Middle I have never noticed any rooms deep 
cleaned. There are teachers who have been 
out due to COVID and I have not seen any 
deep cleaning. 

Howard Middle School I have never seen any area of this school be 
misted or throughly disinfected. Custodians 
dumps the garbage and vacuum. That’s all. 

Hunters Creek Middle I have never seen anyone cleaned my room 
or spray it. 

Innovation MS I have not heard of this being done since last 
year. 

Innovation MS I have not seen any misting since August. 
Itinerant I have only ever seen the janitors who clean 

my classroom empty the trash cans and 
sweep the floor. I have not witnessed them 
cleaning the desks since September, and 
even then it was with a cloth rag used on all 
surfaces. 

Keene’s Crossing I have sanitize my tables the custodians do 
not sanitize counters or tables, door handles 
in the classroom 



Lake Buena Vista HS I haven’t seen any deep cleaned from 
positive cases but the phone calls say they 
have. 

Lake George I hear the voice messages stating the areas 
were cleaned. However, I do not know for 
certain. 

Lake Nona High I keep my room extremely clean.  I clean after 
each class period. Wiping desks, spraying 
disinfectant, etc.... 

Lake Nona High I make items that are shared are cleaned 
daily. 

Lake Nona Middle School I have never had my classroom deep cleaned 
after covid exposure.  Since January, the only 
thing that has been done by the school is 
emptying of trash.  Floors have not been 
swept, mopped, or dusted.  I have the 
students use wipes to wipe tables about twice 
a day but there are not enough to do it 
between each class. 

Lake Nona MS I only know that my desks and chairs are 
cleaned because I clean them with my own 
supplies. 

Lake Silver Elementary I personally clean because I"m a clean 
person. I cleaned before Covid, NOT 
because of it. So nothing has changed on my 
end. 

Lake Weston Elementary I really do not know how much thorough 
cleaning is being done. 

Lancaster Elementary School I sanitize my classroom myself. One of my 
students tested positive after being in class 
and no one was informed and my room 
wasn't cleaned. 

LBVHS I spray my own classroom with Lysol and 
wipe down  desks.  Classrooms are not 
cleaned regularly to stop illness from 
spreading. 

Lockhart Middle School I use various offices/classrooms and when I 
wipe tables/surfaces  at these places you can 
tell I’m the only one doing it. There is NO 
soap . Yesterday the school I went to had 
bathrooms with no soap in dispensers at all. 

Lovell I use wipes students have given me to wipe 
off desks, pencil sharpeners, chairs, etc. I 
believe our school is low on masks because 
we are not receiving them along with the 
hand sanitizer and wipes. 

Lovell I was out with Covid and my room was not 
cleaned by custodial staff. 



McCoy I have had several kids test positive for Covid 
-19 this school year, and I have yet not seen 
anybody doing deep cleaning. 

Meadow Woods Elementary I was told they are being clean, do I believe 
no. 

Meadow Woods Middle I’ve had positive cases in my classroom and 
no one came to clean the area. I did, so the 
students that sit there in my other classes 
wouldn’t get it. 

Meadowbrook I’ve never seen or heard of our school or any 
infected place be “misted”. 

Memorial Middle School If by cleaning you mean empty the trash 
(daily) and occasionally vacuumed (2xs a 
week). My bathroom and other areas are 
rarely if ever cleaned and if there is a positive 
case they do not deep clean. I Try to clean 
daily with wipes and disinfectant spray that I 
bought. 

MetroWest If multiple cases are happening in a class, 
they will spray the room. 
 
Our janitorial staff does an excellent job at 
cleaning door handles and staircase railings. 

MetroWest Elementary If our custodian is out,  it won't be done 
unless the teachers themselves stay after 
school and do it themselves. 

Metrowest ES If we ask our supervisor, they will make sure 
its done. 

Millennia Gardens I'm sure they are 
Millennia Gardens Elementary In October a teacher next door was tested 

positive at 6:55 pm, the custodians leave at 
7:00 and before school the next day the room 
was not cleaned. At 8:40 the students were 
brought back into that classroom with a para 
for the day. No cleaning beyond the trash 
being taken out and the toilet cleaned took 
place. 



Millennia Gardens Elementary In the first 2 months of school yes only when 
administration instructs the custodian to do 
so. This is what the custodian told me. He 
also said often while cleaning the floors in 
classrooms after school; he would have 
teachers disclose to him that students have 
tested positive in their class but never heard 
from administration to disinfect that class. So 
he would do it on his own accord if a teacher 
would inform him of the positive case that 
admin failed to do so. 
Disinfecting no longer gets done as of 
October. We are also “always” short staffed 
on janitors so many times the classes are 
vacuumed “cleaned” 1 a week. What I mean 
by cleaned it vacuum floor, replenish toilet 
paper, wipe toilet seat and mop bathroom. 
That is the only cleaning that goes on once a 
week. 

Millennia Gardens Elementary School It was obvious last year that cleaning 
desks/doorknobs/high touch points was 
taking place most days in most classrooms. I 
have not seen it this year. 

NLC It’s been did they were deep cleaned but I 
have not seen or heard of someone cleaning 
the room/areas. 

North Learning Community It’s report that they are but, not seeing 
evidence 

Oak Hill Elementary Items that I use with my students and that are 
shared are sanitized at the end of each day. I 
also sanitize my students' desks at the end of 
the day or in the morning before students 
come in. 

Oak Ridge HS Last year, my classroom was cleaned almost 
every day. This year, they only take out the 
trash. I have my own bathroom and had to 
complain about it them to clean it. They gave 
me cleaning products so I can clean it when I 
need to more often. The room is never 
vacuumed. My students are pretty tidy 
because I try to keep it as clean as possible 



but it bothers me. They say they are short-
staffed. 

Oakshire Elementary Last year, they sprayed the room between 
classes. This year they only spray the room 
once a week if that. 

Oakshire ES Mister broke at the beginning of the year and 
has not been replaced. 

Ocoee Most of the time the trash is removed, but the 
same papers at the end of the day are there 
the following day. There is a shortage of 
custodians. 

Ocoee My answers are based on the school’s 
custodial service. I have been cleaning my 
room just about every morning. I come in at 
6:30am to clean. 

Ocoee My bathroom hasn’t had soap in over a 
month. I had to provide it myself 

Ocoee My class is not cleaned every day and I know 
This for a fact. One custodian did a great job 
but they moved him from my class and now it 
is never cleaned. 

Ocoee Elementary My class used to get “sprayed”- door handles 
and sink during my lunch period. That does 
not happen anymore.  
 
When Covid is in a classroom our principal 
sprays the students desk. That is all that 
occurs. 

Ocoee Elementary My classroom floors are disgusting and are 
rarely swept/mopped. I know for a fact that 
the area was not cleaned where a student 
(confirmed positive) sat. Their desk was 
never wiped down until I wiped it down. 

Ocoee High My classroom is cleaned but not disinfected. 
Trash is taken, toilets cleaned and general 
wipe down Only. 



Ocoee High School My classroom is cleaned everyday 
technically.  Someone comes every day to 
empty the trash.  The bathroom is 
questionable and my classroom has never 
been sanitized because of a positive case but 
I’m a special area teacher.  In the last two 
weeks at least 5 positive cases have been in 
my room but the too 
 Was not cleaned any differently. 

Ocoee Middle My classroom is not cleaned daily. I clean my 
desks and tables every morning when I arrive 
to work then spray them down with a 
disinfecting spray. The wipes I use are 
FILTHY after I'm done. The sign gets 
switched to "clean" on my door and it LOOKS 
clean but those wipes are black when I'm 
done. 

OCPS ACE My classroom is not disinfected regularly 
unless I do it myself. 

Odyssey My classroom is only cleaned when I clean it. 
They never vacuum. The dust bunnies have 
dust bunnies. The class is just gross. 

Odyssey Middle School My classroom is only swept and the trash is 
emptied on a daily basis-that is it. 

Olympia My classroom is rarely cleaned. There is 
always a janitorial shortage and we’re lucky if 
the trash cans get emptied. 

Olympia H.S. My classroom is supposedly cleaned “daily” 
there is not a single thing that gets cleaned. 
This has been a discussion between all the 
teachers I know. My students comment on 
their own about how filthy the floor is. I have 
had to clean it on my own because it’s so 
disgusting. My trash can liners are rarely 
changed, just emptied. You can see the 
same gum stuck in the bags for weeks. 

Orlo Vista Elementary My classroom seems to not be cleaned at all 
this year besides taking the trash out. The 
floors, desks, lab tables are never cleaned. 

Orlo Vista Elementary My classroom tables and counters never get 
wiped down unless I am wiping them down. 

OTC- Orlando Campus My classroom trash is emptied daily. That is 
it. No cleaning, sweeping or mopping. Over 
an inch of dust on all counter surfaces. 

Palm Lake My co worker tested positive. I drive her to 
and back from work. I was not notified by 
admin and I was informed her room was not 
cleaned. 



Palm Lake Our custodian staff is not fully staffed. I teach 
k and they do try to get to us daily. I do my 
own table cleaning and disinfecting. I am not 
aware of what deep cleaning would look like 
after confirmed Covid cases. 

Palmetto Elementary School My floor had not been mopped since 
November to my knowledge.  It was filthy. 
When they mopped it the 1st week in January 
it was so dirty that the floor was left with dirty 
water streaks. They came that afternoon and 
mopped again. 

Pershing School My classrooms is not sanitized everyday.  
 
Bathrooms  floors are not swept daily. Many 
times there is no soap. 

Pershing My room does get “cleaned” daily. Trash out 
and bathroom. However it never gets swept 
and mopped. Never! 

Pershing K8 my room is an absolute mess.  The floor 
hasn't been swept or mopped in months.  I 
had a student vomit outside my door and in 
my trashcan, it took 4 hours for someone to 
come clean it up even though I called multiple 
times.  A student stepped in the vomit and 
tracked it in my class.  I'm not sure that has 
ever been sanitized, just cleaned up with a 
wet mop. 

Pershing School K-8 My room is barely cleaned daily (mostly due 
to shortages) and I highly doubt that it's being 
sanitized. I know they haven't continued with 
the sanitizing spray like they used last year. 
They state in the messages that "affected 
areas are being deep cleaned" and, while I 
don't see any cleaning happening, I find it 
hard to believe anything is being deep 
cleaned when normal cleaning isn't being 
done. 

Pinar Elementary My room is cleaned once a week 
Pineloch Elementary School My room is swept and the garbage is 

removed daily. That is all. 
Pinewood Elementary My room is swept randomly and the restroom 

cleaned a couple times a week. The sink in 
my classroom is never cleaned. The desks 
and common areas of the room are never 
cleaned. 



Robinswood Middle School I have had students in my class who had 
covid.  The phone message says that areas 
were cleaned, but there has never been any 
evidence that it was.  Administrators never 
advised that my room had been deep 
cleaned.  No cleaning residue was visible on 
student desks (like last year at my previous 
school).  I have only seen custodians wipe off 
door handles from the hallway, not the inside.  
After hours, custodians only empty the trash 
in my classroom. 

Robinswood Middle School Not that I know of. 
Rock Lake Elementary My room isn't being vacuumed, much less 

cleaned to the level of covid needs. As well 
the bathrooms do not work properly. And are 
not being cleaned. The smell of urine is 
pungent as you walk into it. 

Rock Springs My room was moved and “deep cleaned” but 
when I returned, the desks were still covered 
with sticky notes and items that were left to 
see if cleaning occurred. 

Rock Springs Elementary My students clean their own desks before 
sitting and I spray the desks at lunch and 
after school (when classroom is empty) 

Rolling Hills Elementary My trash is collected daily but all other 
cleaning, dusting and disinfecting is done by 
me with my supplies. 

Sell Wood Elem. My trash is the only thing taken care of on a 
daily basis. I clean/sanitize my desks/tables 
after every push-in class. (I am an 
Intervention Teacher.) The floors in my 
classroom have not been cleaned in months. 

SLE Need to use a different towel for each 
classroom and tables need to wiped down. 

Social Services Neighboring classroom showed lack of 
cleaning after positive case. 

South Creek Middle School No cleaning is going on but trash dump. No 
vacuum or wiping of anything by janitors. I 
have been doing it all with kid help. Do we 
get paid for the janitors job. Nope. Also had 
covid cases in class and nothing cleaned like 
the phone calls home to parents say. 

South Creek Middle School Non-existent. The cleaning staff are 
complacent due to the culture school 
leadership has established. 

South Creek MS Not at my school, not at my husband’s 
school, not at my sons school. They don’t 
send messages anymore to even inform 
parents. 



South East Learning Community Not enough custodians….many have been 
out sick and my room has not always been 
cleaned on those days. 

South Learning Community Not good 
Southwest Offices or rooms used by itinerant social 

workers are not cleaned or disinfected  I only 
see the trash taken out. 

Southwest Middle Only trash is taken out daily. Sometimes 
floors are sweeped. Tables and chairs are 
never cleaned my custodial staff. 

Southwest Middle Our classrooms are not being cleaned nor 
sanitized. It is obvious that the floors aren’t 
even being swept in the classrooms or 
hallways. 

Student Services Our classrooms are not cleaned. Only 
vacuuming maybe a few times a week. 

SunRidge Elementary Our floors are filthy. They are rarely even 
swept. I have not seen a custodian wipe 
down anything in my classroom this year. 

SunRidge ES Our floors are only thoroughly 
cleaned/mopped/waxed once a year during 
the summer. That’s it. By the end of the year, 
the floors are nasty. Our trashcans get 
emptied and that is all. 

Sunridge Middle Our LC office space is never cleaned. They 
barely clear the garbage. 

SunRidge Middle Our rooms are not cleaned daily, or a few 
times a week. I don't even know if they are 
cleaned weekly. We are told that we don't 
have a crew leader and only one or two 
workers and they are only able to empty the 
trash cans and clean the restrooms. So, we 
are to have the students pick up as much 
trash off the floors. Because I have Lysol 
wipes I have my students to wipe down their 
desk every afternoon for some cleanliness 
and safety. 

Sunrise Our rooms are not cleaned. Ever. Even over 
breaks. I have pictures. The trash gets taken 
out and that’s it. A single surface has never 
been sanitized. They aren’t even told to do so 
in classrooms. 

SWLC schools Our school is not clean! It is not disinfected 
like it’s supposed to be. Our floors, 
bathrooms, and toilets are mopped with the 
same mop. Our sinks are very gross. Door 
handles are very gross. 

Thornebrooke Really, this is NEVER done. 
Three Points Room has not been deep cleaned all year. 

Areas of positive cases not cleaned at all. 



Tildenville Elementary See above- it is ridiculous. I should be getting 
janitorial pay. 

Timber Creek Shortage of custodians - limited cleaning is 
done 

Timber Creek High School Shortage on custodians— bathrooms go 
weeks without being cleaned. Have never 
seen classroom desks get wiped or sprayed. 

Timber Creek HS Shortages in custodians 
Timber Lakes Sometimes classroom is not cleaned. The 

reason given is that they’re short staffed. 
University High Sometimes the janitors and their supervisor 

are not informed of positive cases and 
therefore appropriate areas of campus are 
not sanitized.  Also, with teachers covering 
when substitutes are not available, the 
whereabouts of any one student are not 
definitively known.  For example, a student 
who was in my room when I covered another 
teacher's class tested positive but my room 
was not sanitized because no one knew they 
had been in my room. 

UPE Tables are not wiped, rooms are vacuumed 
1x per week.  
 
I wipe my tables daily. 

Ventura Elementary School The “misting” done is so inadequate. 
Ventura Elementary School The announcement/phone call said it was 

cleaned, but I don’t know what was done or if 
it was deep cleaned. 
I had a second child that tested positive in my 
classroom, but it was a home test so it was 
not reported. Another child and the whole 
family was sick, but they did not get tested. 
I’m sure there are many cases like this 
unfortunately. 

Vista Lakes The audio messages say that they do but I 
never witnessed it happening. 

Washington Shores The classrooms are not being disinfected at 
any time during the day, nor after a covid 
case is  detected. I understand that too many 
cases show up every day, but that raises the 
questions ; should we even be on site, what 
other measures can be taken? 

Water Springs Elementary The cleaning of the classrooms is horrible! 



Waterbridge The custodian for my building is wonderful 
and I believe if he is at school, things get 
done. I believe they have also had staff 
shortages at times and we've sadly expected 
too much of our custodial staff. My school 
has two self-contained ESE units and those 
rooms alone are a nightmare to 
clean/disinfect under normal circumstances. 

Waterbridge The custodians are understaffed and my 
trash cans are emptied every day, however, 
the floor is not swept and desks are not 
wiped down. I kept track and my floor has 
been swept an avg of once a month his year 
and the desks have never been wiped down 
to my knowledge. 

Waterbridge Elementary The custodians clean after i leave for the day.  
I have no idea what they have time to do.  
They are over worked and under supported 
as well. 

Wedgefield K-8 The deep cleaning doesn’t happen 
immediately. Perhaps after hours, but I 
personally have not  seen any deep cleaning 
happening during the school day. 

Wekiva The hand sanitizer in my room was leftover 
from last year. It was not my room last year. It 
is very smelly and sticky, and no one uses it. 
I provide the better brands, such as GermX to 
my students. The large tables are misted 
each day, but not desks or chairs. I have 
bought my own disinfectant spray for this 
purpose. One time I ran out of spray so I 
squirted precious hand sanitizer on the desk 
to wipe it down. 

Wekiva High School The majority of cleaning I see in my 
classroom is garbage removal.  I don’t see 
anything get wiped down, dusted, mopped, or 
vacuumed because of a custodian shortage. 

West Creek Elementary The majority of our custodian staff is 
wonderful and does what they can… we have 
one person who doesn’t clean and the rooms 
she has assigned to her are disgusting.  We 
have been asked to send pics and most 
teachers do so they can be sent to the 
custodian managers. This same custodian 
also came to work when positive and rarely 
wears a mask. 

West Creek ES The only cleaning that happens in my room is 
done by me. 

West Orange High The only thing that gets “cleaned” regularly is 
the trash being dumped. Floors aren’t 



vacuumed regularly, paper towel holders 
aren’t replaced for days when they run 
empty. We periodically get messages from 
admin about making sure that we and the 
students keep the classrooms clean due to 
custodial staff shortages. 

Westbrooke Elementary The only thing that gets cleaned in my 
classroom by the custodians is the trash. I 
have to sanitize all the shared items, the 
tables, the door handles, the light switches, 
the seats, etc. 

Westridge Middle The only way I know if my room/things in my 
room are cleaned is if I clean them. 

Wetherbee Elementary The phone calls home say they have but I 
doubt it. We are so short staffed with 
custodial employees. 
Our floors are only cleaned once a year— 
mopped and waxed—during the summer. 

Wheatley The principal tells us the areas are deep 
cleaned, but when 4 of the 6 custodians are 
out sick, I have my doubts that 2 people can 
actually clean a huge campus. 

Whispering Oak The recording says they have been deep 
cleaned but I have no idea if that is true 

Whispering oak The room is usually sprayed with the cleaner 
but that is about it. 

Whispering Oak Elementary The teachers were told that we have to wipe 
down the table in between meeting every kid, 
not that the custodians would do it for us. 

Whispering oak elementary The two offices I work in at my schools are 
NEVER cleaned.  I do all the cleaning myself.  
In one office, the trash is collected.  In my 
other office, I must empty the trash - 
custodians do not ever enter. 

Windermere There are no deep cleaning or misting 
occurring at most schools. 

Windermere High My trash is removed daily, but the toilet is not 
wiped and the sink area is not cleaned.  
There has been food debris in the bathroom 
sink for a week at this point. 

Windermere High There are not enough custodians to clean like 
they did last year.  There is no misting going 
on.  No wipe down of door handles or railings 
in the middle of the day.  This was something 
I would hope they would upkeep.  For several 
weeks before break, my room wasn't being 
cleaned.  The day after our class party, my 
trash hadn't been taken out. 



Windermere High School There doesn’t seem to be any deep cleaning 
at my work location b 

Windermere High School There has been a definite decrease in the 
amount and level of cleaning. 

Windermere HS There have been times when classrooms 
have NOT been cleaned, even though 
parents were notified that they had been. 

Windy Ridge There is only one custodian.  They have very 
little cleaning. The school was cleaner before 
COVID! 

Windy Ridge They are reported as cleaned, but I have no 
way to verify that. 

Winegard ES They do a crappy job cleaning the sinks and 
bathrooms. 

Winter Park High They do not wipe desks 
Wyndham Lakes Elementary They do the best can, its an airborne disease 

you want them to mop the dky. 
Wyndham Lakes ES They just empty our trash. They only vacuum 

maybe once a week.  The tables are no 
longer cleaned daily.  We do have a shortage 
of custodians at our school. 

Zellwood ES They lie and say the area has been cleaned.  
When it' takes them a week or more to notify 
the staff and community COVID19 case.  
They say on the nightly phone call we get of 
Covid cases but we never know where that 
is. This week there has been over 50 Covid 
cases. Why are we not shutting down the 
schools if we have no coverage? It’s awful! 
Kids are taking advantage of the shortage 
and wondering all over campus 
unsupervised. If that kid has Covid, we will 
never know who they have been in contact 
with.  
They say this in the voicemails that are sent 
home for COVID cases confirmed, but I’ve 
seen janitors clean rooms before and the 
most they do is wipe down the desks and 
door handles. They have an extremely 
difficult job and take on a lot of roles at 
Colonial, but I don’t believe this is enough if 
there’s been confirmation of COVID cases in 
a room.  
This is according to my school notices.  
This is not happening. My office was not 
cleaned for days, after a coworker exposed 
me nothing was cleaned. We were never 
asked where we were. We share offices and 
spaces and have no socially distanced places 
to work besides outside. 



 
This only happens upon teacher or school 
nurse request.  
Trash is taken out daily, but nothing else is 
done. No actual cleaning occurs.  
Trash is taken, room occasionally 
swept/mopped but it’s not ideal or clean in my 
experience. Our custodial staff is short 
handed/overwhelmed/under performing 
unfortunately. I spent two hours after school 
cleaning my room in an effort to reduce 
hygiene and illness likeliness. Students 
began to complain, doesn’t represent 
professional environment. I do handle 
cleaning keyboards/mice/equipment but 
having floors, doors, windows, etc. cleaned 
more consistently and efficiently would help.  
Trash removed daily, vacuumed maybe once, 
desks wiped down never, toilet cleaned daily, 
doorknobs wiped down never.  
Usually classrooms are cleaned everyday 
(swept, mopped, trash taken out), but some 
days my room goes uncleaned.  
Vacuum daily, that’s it  
we are being told that deep cleaning is being 
done after somebody test positive. However I 
don't believe this to be completely accurate 
just due to the number of custodial on our 
campus and the size of the high school 
campuses. A few times I have stayed late this 
year when custodial came into my room after 
school all they did was trash nothing more.  
But I do not know what is being done is being 
done for these deep cleanings if they are 
happening.  
We are currently understaffed for custodians. 
I would also add that even fully staffed, they 
added extra duties for them without providing 
extra time or additional staff.  
We are forced to have power hour with 
switching kids in classes  
We are low on custodians so some days only 
the trash is taken out. That’s it.  
We are short handed on our custodial so our 
restroom gets cleaned daily and trash 
dumped daily but I believe the room is only 
vacuumed when there is enough staff to do 
so. I have students help to wipe down their 
area daily and I wiped down the room again 
as well after they leave. 



 
We are short staffed in custodial on campus, 
and I had to request for my classroom to be 
swept and cleaned.  As far as cleaning 
tables, I teach art and it's built in to my 
"positive studio habits" weekly grade for 
students to wipe down their table(s).  
We are told they are but who knows?  
We continue to struggle with cleaning. The 
trash gets emptied, but that is about it. Desks 
are not wiped down daily unless I or the 
students do it. Last year, desks were wiped 
twice a day without fail! This year, rarely.  
We had at least 10 positive cases at my 
school last week, but classrooms were not 
being cleaned. We only had 1 custodian and 
the only thing being taken care of was trash.  
We have been short of custodian, so there 
has been time where my classroom has not 
been cleaned properly.  
We have been very short of cleaning staff 
because of covid  
We have few custodial staff  
We were down a custodian for 5 weeks. We 
just got a replacement last week. While short, 
garbage cans were emptied daily, but my 
classroom (and bathroom) were only cleaned 
once a week. As of last Tuesday, my room 
has been cleaned daily.  
We were given no choice but to split a class 
due to a teacher being out sick. This class 
also had 3 confirmed covid cases.  
We've had custodial absences too  
When a custodian is out, we are 
Not sent a sub- I believe there is a shortage 
of custodians. That is really not ok in today’s 
time. 

 
When custodians are absent, trash is only 
picked up in classrooms and no deep 
cleaning is done.  
When I learned in the evening of the Tuesday 
we returned from Winter Break that the 
classroom para tested positive for Covid. She 
was at school all day on Tuesday. She texted 
me at 7 p.m. saying she has Covid. On 
Wednesday morning I asked the morning 
custodian to deep clean my classroom before 
the students arrive. She told me the lead 
custodian is the only one trained to use the 
mister. He was supposed to use the mister 



when he cleans after school. Meanwhile the 
students and myself were in the classroom all 
day. I truly believe that I got Covid from the 
para!  
When we have custodians who are absent 
we go short handed. Then only our trash gets 
emptied and toilet washed down. I don't 
believe that we are being disinfected any 
more. The only deep cleaning that gets done 
is when we, the teachers do it. Our carpets 
have never been replaced. They are the 
same ones that were put in when the school 
was built in the early 90's. Disgusting!!  
working late all the custodian does is sweep 
floor.  I have never seen any table tops 
cleaned or the restroom in my room cleaned 
with cleaner.  
Yes, but I don’t see any evidence of  
disinfecting the classroom. She’s just empty 
garbage, sweeps and mops the floor. No 
dusting or wiping sink or desks 

 


